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Rain and Temperatures 
 

This month we had two showers, one 
of 2mm and the other of 16mm. The 
total for the year to date is 306.5mm. 
The previous average until the end of 
May over the last 5 years has been 
662.2mm. 

Temperatures for the month included 
a low of 10 degree Celsius and a high 
of 29 degrees Celsius. 

Since recording global temperatures 
in 1880, May 2016 has been the 
second hottest recorded May month.  

.  
 
Drought 
 
Average global temperatures dropped 
quite significantly this month as El 
Nino seems to be making way for La 

Nina.  If and when it finally switches, 
it’ll mean a lower than normal rainfall 
in the winter rainfall areas.  

 

 (Photo by Simon B19) 

Research Activities 
 

Frikkie Kotze, a warden based at 
Struwig in Balule, has initiated a 
predator monitoring group that will 
involve the Klaserie, Timbavati, 
Umbabat and the Kruger National 
Park. All predator sightings (ranging 
from lion and hyenas to rock pythons 

and mongooses) can 
be reported via 
WhatsApp (forward 
your name to 

Predators Project 082 298 5392 for 
inclusion) or by downloading 
“Epicollect+ Beta” onto your smart 
phone or by e-mailing sightings to 
info@predatorsproject.co.za. On a 
monthly basis a report of all these 
sightings will then be available to 
those that are interested. I expect a 
number of our members can 
contribute to these sightings. For 
more information please contact 
Frikkie on  082 298 5392 or myself. 

Anti-poaching 
 
Another good month to report – no 
rhino were poached on Balule. It does 
mean that the long hours of work 
carried out by the staff on the ground 
is working. We have been helped by 
the movement of animals out of the 
reserve to some extent as it makes 
them harder to locate (fewer animals 
per area). 
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Sightings 

Hyenas continue to be heard calling.  

Lion sightings remain good. One of 
our members saw three separate 
groups of lions totalling eleven 
altogether. 

The lone sable cow is being seen 
regularly around wildebeest dam, 
Lover’s leap and the fence line area 

 

 
 
(Photo by Johann B38) 

 
 
Seasonal Activities 
 

The impala are still in rutting mode 
and their calls can be heard at all  

 

hours of the day and night. They have 
been causing a few headaches on the 
fence as well. With them fighting 
through the fence they’ve been 
affecting numerous electrical shorts. 
Between the impala and the warthog 
it sometimes feels like fence 
maintenance can be a full time job. 

 

 

ALIEN/INVASIVE PLANTS 

Annually we spray the cocklebur on 
the banks of the Olifants River. We’ve 
managed to spray all the way from 
Aviary Road past the Causeway up to 
the floodplains at Driftwood 

 

 

(Photo by Graham B2) 

 

Guest Contributions 

From time to time we will have the 
pleasure of guest contributions from 
member “experts” on different topics, 
such as birds and trees, relating to 
ONGR, included into this newsletter. 
Please see a contribution from Roy 
Sarkin on the last page.  

You are most welcome to forward 
suggestions for specific topics you 
would like covered in future 

. 

 

(Photo by Teich B25)  

 

 

 

 

(Photo by Mally A5) 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

New Clubhouse 
 

Continual progress is being seen on site.  

Members are more than welcome to 
make a turn at the new clubhouse.  

The Pronics team are doing a great job 
and are keen to show members what is 
happening.  

 

 

 

Office 
 

The main building is now completely 
renovated. An entrance from the shade 
net carports side has been established.  

With winter settling in it’s been good to 
have the sun on the pool side of the 
building. The construction of the 
veranda lathe roof will be tackled before 
summer.  

For those members and guests with 
difficulty climbing onto or off game drive 
vehicles the back entrance to the office  

 

 

 

has conveniently been turned into a 
stepped ramp / “mounting” block.   

 

 

Waterholes 

We are maintaining the water in all four 
dams.  

Even though the solar pump for 
Wildebeest has been sent for repair we 
are fortunate that we are can provide 
water to the dam from an alternative 
borehole.  

 

 

(Photo by Graham B2 ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Photo by Mandy B1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Units for Sale 
Full shares – A9,B9,B27,B14. 
Half share – B25. 
Half or full share – B36 

Infrastructure Developments 
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OFFICE & 
HOUSEKEEPING 
NEWS

 

We’ve finally managed to move into our new offices and 
now almost feel lost with all the space around us.  

The shop area will be spruced up with a new display 
cabinet, which is currently being built, in the near future. 

 

General  

ROAD CONDITION 

The road from Mica to the Grietjie turn off has been 
worked on and while it may be rough in places it is not 
causing blow outs or damaging tyres.  

SOCCER KIT 

 

Mashimale is a local community where a number of the 
staff from Balule are resident. Pilusa, one of our staff, 
approached the company for a loan so that he could buy 
soccer uniforms for a team that he has helped establish in 
Mashimale.  

 

 

 

Besides their interest in soccer they want to promote this 
as an activity for the youth there instead of them getting 
up to mischief.  

Two of our overseas members had indicated in the past 
that they’d be willing to contribute to anti-poaching in one 
form or another and kindly made the donation.  

 

We combined with Bushbabes, an outreach programme 
based in Balule, to make the presentation this month with 
a strong message that Balule provides work for local 
people and that they can do with help in preventing 
poaching.  

CAUSEWAY RESTRICTIONS 

In terms of the RTA there will be restrictions on the 
number of vehicles crossing the causeway to 6 vehicles per 
day from 16 to the 19th June and again from 2nd to the 10th 
July. Please make bookings through the office.  
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Guest Contributions 

ROY’S TWITTER 

Feather colour in birds. 

Feather colouration in birds is conferred either by pigments or by structural phenomena intrinsic to the keratin (of which a 
feather is made) itself. The most abundant pigment in feathers is melanin; eumelaninis black or dark brown, 
phaeomelanin is paler or rusty red. Another common avian pigment is a group called carotenoids which are bright red, 
orange or yellow.  The only other feather pigments in birds are those unique to the Afrotropical louries (now called 
Toracos.) 

The beautiful red we see when a lourie flies is called turacin and the green one is called turacoverdin, which is the only 
green pigment found in any bird in the world!  

All other green feathers show the combined effect of a structural blue associated with a yellow carotenoid, or simply the 
effect of iridescence.  

Iridescence and scattering are two visual effects dependent on the microscopic structure of the feathers 
keratin.  Iridescence as seen in starlings and sunbirds with green, blue or violet reflections depends on the layering of 
highly crystaline, clear sheets of keratin overlying each other and reflecting light of relatively short wavelengths. 

(Photo by Mally A5) 

Below these outer layers of the feather is a dense layer of 
eumelanin granules, black in colour, which absorb all other 
wavelengths of light passing into the feather, thereby 
enhancing the iridescence colour. Longer wavelengths give 
a more golden iridescence. All these iridescence effects can 
be seen in the eye of a peacock’s feather.  

Scattering depends not on layering but on a finely irregular 
structure of the keratin, between which are air spaces.

If all the wavelengths of light are scattered, a feather looks white, unless there is some melanin in it to give a greyish 
effect. If only the short wavelengths of light are scattered the feathers look blue: this in known as Tyndall scattering and is 
common in kingfishers, rollers and many green birds other than toracos. As with iridescence, the intensity of the blue is 
enhanced by absorbing the transmitted wavelengths of light in a deep layer of melanin granules.  

 



  

 

 

 

  

The outer layer of the barb of such a feather consists of clear keratin, the cortex. Below the cortex is the medulla in which 
the scattering is done by threadlike ramifications of keratin enclosing air spaces. In the core of the barbule of the feather is 
the layer of melanin granules.  

Talking about toracos, the next time you see one have a look at its feet. They are zygodactyl (two toes forward two toes 
back) zygodactyl means yoke toed. 

 

I will talk more on birds’ feet next time as it’s a subject on its own. 

 As can be seen from the above there is more to it than meets the eye when you look at a bird and see its beautiful 
feathers. 

RECENT SIGHTINGS OF INTEREST 

We were on the farm beginning of April and there were still some European Bee Eaters around. The only other migrants 
we saw were female and juvenile red backed shrikes and juvenile wood sandpipers ( the juveniles often overwinter ) The 
juveniles have a brown wash on their necks and there back feathers are scalloped with an off white colour as to the adults 
white. 

We also saw more than ten lesser grey shrikes (there is normally one or two around Warthog Pan) which are the most we 
have ever seen on one trip. 

We saw tawny eagle and bateleur eagles displaying and two african hawk eagles attacking another eagle in the sky and 
chasing it away. 

 We also saw two spur winged geese in the river. I looked at my records and it is the first record for the farm in 29 years. 

Happy birding, 

Roy Sarkin 

        


